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WELCOME

Welcome to Issue Two of
‘The Mighty Delta’ - it’s great
to be back!
First off, a massive thank you
to the Delta ‘300’, the small
army who subscribed to our
mailing list - we’re excited to
have you along for the ride.
This fanzine is fuelled by
people’s sheer love of kicking
a ball around, so I’d like to
dedicate this edition to Diego
Maradona, who embodied the
joy and freedom that can be
found on a football pitch.
I remember my household’s
tear-soaked fury at ‘The Hand
of God’ turning to awestruck
silence after Maradona slalomed
past Beardsley, Hodge, Reid,
Fenwick and Butcher to score
‘that’ goal at Mexico ‘86.
The pirouette in his own half,
the sensation that ‘El Pibe’ had
somehow slowed time: it was
truly unforgettable.
The outpouring of grief
following Maradona’s death last
month shows how transcendent
football can be - how you can
feel part of something gloriously
special, no matter how old you
are or who you support.
So, this issue’s for you, Diego you were a joy to behold.
There’s debate on Mourinho,
a fascinating interview with
Millwall’s Jake Cooper and tips
on tournament football from
the man who guided Scotland
to glory at the Homeless World
Cup. Plus heaps more!
Enjoy the mag,

Stephen Gillett | Editor-in-Chief
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After Scotland’s dramatic shoot-out victory over Serbia booked their place at Euro 2020, there’s plenty of
excitement about the Tartan Army heading to their first major tournament since 1998 - especially as they’ll
face the Auld Enemy in the group stages!
We caught up with David Duke MBE, who coached the Scotland team that won the Homeless World Cup in
2007, to get five pointers for managerial counterpart Steve Clarke ahead of next summer’s showpiece.

DAVID
CAN
SLAY
GOLIATH
Staying inside having a bit of banter really worked for us,
as we swaggered right out and raced into a 3-0 lead. The
pressure of being out on the pitch beforehand got to the
Poles and we eventually won 9-3.
2. Play for each other
There may be some underlying issues regarding addiction
or mental health for those involved at the Homeless World
Cup, but the challenges of motivating people are the same
for everyone.
1. Embrace being the underdog

If people work hard, do the right things and keep their
discipline, they can be successful on and off the pitch.

In 2007, in Copenhagen, the year we won
When we won the World Cup, building team spirit was
the Homeless World Cup for the first time, we
were ranked 33rd going into the competition. really important. We did everything together. We’d train
Even though we knew we could compete, we in the week in Glasgow, but then at the weekend we’d
go away together in the minibus, to the Highlands or
were definitely underdogs.
somewhere out of the city.
In the semi-finals, we beat Liberia with
When I was preparing the team, I wouldn’t even
the last kick of the game, while Poland
annihilated Denmark 14-1. The Poles were all concentrate on the football for the first few weeks, I’d focus
six foot bodybuilders and it looked like it was on people getting to know each other and trusting each
going to be a bit of a mis-match.
other. If people know each other’s stories and backgrounds,
then they want to win for their team-mates, not themselves.
On the day of the final, however, there was
Our 2007 group was really tight.
a half hour delay, as Crown Prince Frederik who was to kick the game off - was running
3. Have a game plan
late. I kept the lads in, as I didn’t want
I managed the Scottish women’s team in 2011, the first
them standing around, but the Poles went
year they played in the competition. We came fifth that
out early, with all the emotion and nerves
swirling around, in front of a crowd of about year, which was really good, as none of the girls had
2,000 people.
previously played at a high level.
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In the quarter-finals, we got
drawn against Brazil - the
reigning champions - and they
were a fit, young side who all
looked like they’d been born
with a ball at their feet. No one
held much hope for us, but we
killed the game.

opportunities you create for
players, the new experiences
you share with them. You can
see your team gel on and off
the pitch, and really see the
growth in people.

Before the tournaments,
there are big team parades
It’s 4v4 and, with the way
through the centre of the host
the rules are, you always have city. You have all the flags,
to keep one player in the
each team has its national
opposing half...which means kit on, there’s singing,
you have a 3v2 advantage in dancing, drums - it’s just
their half.
really colourful, and that’s the
first point where the players
The Brazilians were so
get that buzz, where they
good that there was no way
realise they’re part of a big
we could play out from the
international event.
back, so we came up with a
game plan.
Obviously then there’s the
time the team lines up for
Our keeper back then had
the first national anthem - it’s
excellent distribution, so
such a special occasion, not
whenever we won the ball I
only for the players, but for
got the girls to pass directly
the staff as well.
back to her, and she would
chip the ball into the corners
5. Keep the faith in
of Brazil’s half for our centreFergie Time!
forward to hold the ball up.
Scotland had never
We constantly took one
ever played England at a
Brazil player out of the game Homeless World Cup, until
that way and, amazingly, we
the game in Melbourne
ended up taking a 2-0 lead!
in 2008, when we were
defending champions.
Brazil pegged us back to
2-2 and we eventually lost
England were really good
the game on penalties, Even with a fit, young team with
though we lost, the girls did
plenty of technical ability.
fantastically well and we
We were three-nil down at
came so close to probably
half-time and I was seriously
the biggest upset ever!
worried. We managed to claw
4. Enjoy the build up
it back to 3-3 before England
scored again to lead 4-3 with
I have a lot of good
literally five seconds to go.
memories going back even
before tournaments. The
Their bench was celebrating
relationships you build, the
as if they’d won, but the

game carried on...so our goalkeeper rolls it
out to one of our players, Paul, who’s shot
from the half-way line and scored right on the
buzzer. I’ll always remember the Irish guys who were celebrating more than us!
The English team disputed the goal, as
they thought it had gone in after the buzzer...
but the referee was Kim Milton Nielsen, the
one who sent off David Beckham at the ‘98
World Cup, and he gave the goal. It was quite
a furore! It went to penalties with them feeling
like they’d already lost, us feeling like we’d
won it.

“IF PEOPLE
KNOW EACH
OTHER’S
STORIES AND
BACKGROUNDS,
THEN THEY WANT
TO WIN FOR
THEIR TEAMMATES, NOT
THEMSELVES”
The penalties are sudden death and when
the English missed it went crazy, there was
a pitch invasion and everything. It was like
winning the World Cup for our boys.
We lost in the semis to the Russians,
probably because we were so emotionally
drained from beating England. What a game
though!
David Duke MBE is founder and CEO of Street
Soccer Scotland, a social enterprise that uses
football to create positive change in the lives of
socially disadvantaged adults and young people.
To donate or get involved with their work,
please visit www.streetsoccerscotland.org or
www.streetsoccerfoundation.org.uk for the
Street Soccer Foundation in England. For more
on the Homeless World Cup, please visit
www.homelessworldcup.org.
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DIARY
OF A
SECRET
AGENT

Let me introduce myself. I’m
writing this incognito, but every
covert operative needs a codename
(and it’s important for football
agents to be on first name terms).
So, you can call me Bruce.
I work for a football management
company headed by one of
the world’s ‘super-agents’. Our
agency closes 100s of multimillion pound deals each year
and we’re always in the thick of
the action every transfer window.
After laying down a top agent’s
‘Three Commandments’ on my
Delta debut, I’m back in Issue
Two to give you the inside line
on one of the craziest days of the
football calendar: Deadline Day.

Our FA Cup Final
Agents treat Deadline Day much
Let me kick off by saying that
like top players treat an FA Cup
however busy the last day of the or Champions League final.You
transfer window may seem to
get your preparation right, do
those of you constantly refreshing everything to give yourself the
Sky Sports Transfer Centre, the
best possible chance...and then
reality is infinitely busier. It’s
just trust your ability.
brutal. It’s carnage. It’s ruthless.
And this one was no different!
However many windows you’ve
clambered through in the past,
As a business, we closed over 50 each Deadline Day is a unique
deals on Deadline Day across
beast and I’d be lying if I said
Europe (around 20 loans, 10
I ever got a good night’s kip
deals for free agents and around beforehand.
20 permanent transfers) and
at least £100 million in fees
My mantra throughout
changed hands.
the mayhem is ‘Expect the
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“In terms of what you’re
actually doing, Deadline
Day is more of the same
- it’s just the intensity
of it is through the roof”

Unexpected’ - as there
will nearly always be a
development on deadline day
that blindsides you (as well as
everyone else!).
From Dawn To Midnight:
A Case Study
Deadline Day’s normally a
very early start and this one
was no exception.
My phone obviously goes
berserk and I was making
calls at 6am telling an exciting
Championship talent to get his
shit together and drive to the
Big Smoke for a medical with
a top Premier League club.
There were quite a few clubs
interested, but myself and the
player were both set on him
joining the club in question
- they’re prime Champions
League material and the player
was excited about working
with their manager.
In terms of what you’re
actually doing, Deadline Day is
more of the same - it’s just the
intensity of it is through the
roof. In this case, the key was
keeping the owners of both
clubs sweet: making the pair
of them feel I was working
exclusively for them.
In this particular situation, the
chairman of the top flight club
was worried that the selling
club would take the piss and
start hiking the transfer fee
up. My job was to convince
him that the deal was going
to happen without any drama.
That’s where preparation
comes in, as I knew the
financials of the Championship
side and knew they weren’t in
a strong enough position to
drive up the fee.
It’s important to note that
your past performance
in previous windows can
count for a lot. We’ve
made the chairman of the
Championship club a lot of
money over the last three
windows, so he knows we

deliver what we say we’re going
to deliver.
Although I was up at the crack of
dawn, and the player was pelting
along the motorway at 6am, the
deal itself didn’t get done until
literally one second before the
window closed: the medical
had to get done and the two
clubs had to hammer out several
other details. It was intense,
but everyone was a winner: the
clubs, the player (a young Home
Nations international)...and me!
Trust The Process
The boys who are waiting on
a move can be a nightmare
towards the end of a window,
particularly the players who are
on the verge of their first ‘big
time’ transfer.
We had an EFL client in the last
window who was being linked
to a lot of mid-to-lower table
Premier League sides. There was
plenty of chatter on social media
and in the press, but progress
was slow behind the scenes.
I told the player to trust us
and that we’d make a deal
happen, but as the EFL deadline
approached he was on the phone
every five minutes, fretting and
asking what the delay was.
These sorts of players maybe
haven’t been in a similar
situation before and they don’t
really get it; it’s a long old
process and part of my job is to
get them to chill out and show
some patience.
In the end, we managed to
push through his transfer - for
upwards of £15million - so
my phone should get a bit of a
rest now!
The Next Adventure
When the window was over,
I was physically exhausted.
Whatever buzz there had been
was long gone - and even
though I celebrated with a
bottle of wine with my missus, I
was fast asleep after two glasses.
It’s straight back to work

afterwards, though, there’s no let
up. Some people obviously burn
out doing this job, and I know
people who have an exit plan
to get out of the game in 5-10
years’ time.
I’m not one of them, though.
What else would I do? Maybe
I’ll train someone up to take
on some of the crappy jobs like
babysitting players, but - apart
from it limiting my family time
- I love my job.
With Deadline Day done and
dusted, my focus now is on
recruitment for the next year.
The first time a young player
can sign with an agent is in the
January of their sixteenth year, so
from 1 January we can sign any
boy born in 2005...so we’re on
the hunt for the best prospects.
We’re very selective, but we’re
looking to attract players in the
mould of Mason Greenwood the next crop of superstars.
The dream for me is all to do
with the journey our players go
on. Seeing young lads step up
to Premier League level is a real
buzz and the more you develop
that type of talent, the hungrier
you are to close deals for players
with elite potential.
Going back to the January
2005s, it’s amazing pitching
these potential internationals
before anyone’s heard of them.
You meet their families, talk
about what you can offer, the
level you believe you can take
them to.You get really fired up
to achieve amazing things
with them.
It’s a bit like when you get a
new girlfriend and you’ve got
butterflies on your first date!
‘Til next time,
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Thanks to a regular and very
welcome Delta guest, this
feature sees Plymouth Argyle
forward and co-founder of
TheBallDon’tLieTv Frank
Nouble catch up with big football
personalities to discuss the
beautiful game.
After shining the spotlight on
Frank in Issue One, we hand
over interview duties for the next
installment - as he talks tekkers
and personal growth with F2
Freestyler Jeremy Lynch.

FRANK

DISCUSSION

FN: Tell us a bit about what you’re up to these days? was going on behind closed doors in training. It must have
been silly.
JL: Every day I’ll be creating content in some way, shape or
form. I love it; it’s in me to create and to entertain.
That whole Brazil team: Ronaldo...Kaka...Rivaldo, I used to
love Denilson, the amount of players that were in that team!
When I play football, I try and be the same. I like to entertain, Leonardo, Cafu, Roberto Carlos. Them boys got me into
to give the crowd something different to watch, something fun. football, got me to love the ball.
I like to see people smiling and having fun, so whether that’s
through content or playing football, that’s who I am.
FN: Between the ages of 10 and 20...what were
your biggest achievements, and what were your
FN: What drew you to football? Who inspired you? lowest lows?
Who made you want to be skilful?
JL: Between 10 and 20, I wanted to be a pro. I was at Arsenal for
JL: It was the original Ronaldo. When you’ve got people
a period, got released, which was one of the lows for sure. I was
like Zinedine Zidane saying ‘It’s not me, it’s R9’, that’s
then on Britain’s Got Talent when I was 20. [In the semi-finals] I
when you know.
dropped the ball twice with 15 million people watching.
I would love to know what went on in training! You know
the madness that went on on the pitch (but) imagine what
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People give you knocks, but you can either give up or you
can pick yourself up. It’s not how many times you fall, it’s

how many times you rise up. For me, I was humiliated
JL:You’ve got to find what’s you and there’s no shame in
live on national television, like I don’t think I’ve seen
that taking time. Everybody’s on a different path. Someone
anyone before or since on Britain’s Got Talent. It was bad. might discover what’s their thing at eight-years-old, but
someone else might discover it at 45.There’s no set rules to
But I didn’t let it keep me down. I learned from the
it even if society might make people feel like they’re behind.
experience and I let it make me stronger. It’ll amaze you
how quickly things that seem terrible in the moment,
It’ll come, but you need to be looking for it and be open
when you skip forward a few years or months, make you to it. The key is progression and growth - every day
go ‘Now I understand why that happened to me’.
whatever you’re doing, try to become better than you
were yesterday.
I over-reached, I was over-ambitious. It came from a
good place, but you have to be realistic in the moment FN: You started F2 with Billy (Cosgrove) in 2011
and know your limits of what you’re capable of today.
- what inspired you to go that route and start
I was so determined to really push myself and do the
doing YouTube stuff?
best I could possibly do, that I over-reached a bit and
that’s why I got it wrong. If I had taken 20% off [I’d
JL: It was something that had never been done. For a
have been fine].
duo to come together and do tricks in sync, and do the
FN: It’s probably the most commonly asked
question you must get: why aren’t you a pro?
JL: It’s a myth, to be honest. It just wasn’t my destiny or
my path.
It’s like ‘The Butterfly Effect’; if there had been one small
different change, then maybe I would have been a pro.

content that we do, it wasn’t a thing. We started that and it
started to take off.
Maybe for the first year or so, you’re kind of putting stuff
out, but it’s not getting much traction. That’s the most
important period; not to look at the numbers and worry
too much - believe in the content, stay consistent and
keep putting out the quality and it’s amazing how it starts
to take off and then snowball.

I believe that if I was a pro, I would have worked as hard,
or harder, than any other player, to be the best pro I could What will happen is that when you start out you’ll be
putting it out and it’s really good, but the right people
be. I honestly believe that with all of my heart.
aren’t seeing it yet. But one day a big blogger or someone
in the media or with a large following will see it, and as
It wasn’t to be. I do see the charity games I play in as an
soon as that happens, bang, it opens a door.
opportunity to test myself a bit and try and answer that
question without words.
And then what happens is that people go back to your
old stuff, so stuff that you thought had performed terribly,
I’ve had a few top managers say that [I could have
been pro] to me and that’s been a bit of gratification
you check back on it in two or three years and it’s done
that I think I wanted. The two managers were Sam
a million views.
Allardyce and Klopp. They’re both top managers who
know what it takes and they both said to me ‘You could
FN: Who’s been the best guest you’ve had?
have played’.
JL: Ronaldo. He’s got it all. He’s built like a government
FN: You’ve always had the technique, so what
experiment, he’s a really good freestyler. Every technique
was your main deficiency as a player trying to
in football, he’s mastered it.
come through?
There are only two people who have had a bigger
JL: I would say that if I had had someone who
presence from those I’ve filmed with: the first is Beckham,
understood about diet, and someone who understood
the man has got a presence. The other one is Alex
about how to maximise your body.
Ferguson, who I met at one of his book signings. It was a
weird thing, as I’ve been doing this a long time and don’t
Nowadays you know your body and what you should and really get starstruck.
shouldn’t eat, it’s standard procedure, but a lot of young
kids - like we were - don’t and if someone just got hold
To watch the full interview with Jeremy, and others with
of them and told them ‘That’s what you eat and that’s
the likes of Nile Ranger and Jobi McAnuff, please visit
how you train to be as fit as Ronaldo’, that would make
@TheballdontlieT on Twitter or TheBallDontLietv1 on
all the difference.

YouTube.

FN: What would your advice be to young
people starting out, looking for a career related Many thanks, as always, to Frank for his time and
to football?
involvement with the Delta.
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THE

ONE

We’re about to draw the battle lines for a debate regarding
whether José Mourinho has lost his midas touch, but - to
prevent him charging into Playmaker HQ clutching a 25page dossier - it should be stated at the outset that he has
been a serial winner. No doubt about it.
As Google, Siri or Alexa will tell you, José’s won a domestic title
in a record four different countries (Portugal, England, Italy and
Spain) and is one of only three managers to have won the UEFA
Champions League with two clubs, FC Porto in 2004 and Inter
Milan in 2010. He is also a three-time Premier League champion
with Chelsea (2005, 2006, 2015).

UNITED
by Patrick Noone, Man Utd fan
and sports writer
It’s easy to forget now that José Mourinho
arrived at Manchester United on a wave of
optimism.

It’s a managerial record that speaks for itself, tells its own story. In
recent chapters, however, the plot has shifted: success and trophies have The soporific football of Louis van Gaal’s
gone AWOL and in their wake The Special One’s career has spiralled. second season had left a majority of fans ready
to welcome a man with Mourinho’s track record.
Mourinho’s mantelpiece hasn’t seen fresh silverware since the
Supporters who had grown tired of talk of
Europa League, EFL Cup and Community Shield (we know José processes, philosophies and youth development
counts it!) were added with Manchester United in 2016/17.
were ready to forego all of that in favour of a
short-term fix of trophies.
His freefall from grace at Chelsea after their title success in
2014/15 followed by his ultimately unsuccessful attempt to revive
Because that’s the one thing Mourinho
the Red Devils’ fortunes have been hard to watch.
guarantees you, right?
Even if he has been out of the dugout for some of it, a three-year
trophy drought has coincided with Mourinho being dismissed
as something of a tactical dinosaur, Pep Guardiola’s free-flowing
football and Jurgen Klopp’s full-throttle Gegenpress submitting
persuasive evidence that mind games and machismo may no
longer cut it.
Attempting to reinvent himself at Tottenham, Mourinho is back
where he likes to be - at the top of the league - so now seems a
great time to canvass opinion regarding one of the most charismatic
and enigmatic managers ever to grace the Premier League.
To garner a range of different views, we checked in with a fan/
writer from each of the English top flight clubs Mourinho has
managed, along with a Portuguese football specialist.

As record signing Paul Pogba sparkled under
the Friday night lights during Mourinho’s first
home game against Southampton – a 2-0 win
in which fellow new arrival Zlatan Ibrahimovic
scored both goals – there was a genuine feeling
among fans that Mourinho’s United were going
to go toe-to-toe with Guardiola’s City and
contest the title.
For the first time since Ferguson retired, it felt like
United again; a squad with experienced winners led
by a manager who’d won everywhere he’d been.

But, as with so many of the new dawns United
have had since 2013, this one proved to be as
Has the Special, Happy, Angry, Sad One still got it? The verdicts false as it was short-lived. The Manchester derby
are in...
at Old Trafford on September 10th was billed as
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a potential six-pointer in an embryonic title race, with both sides
going into the game with three wins from three.
United were played off the park in the first half, found
themselves 2-0 down after 36 minutes and, despite Ibrahimovic
pulling one back before half-time, were well beaten.

Madrid or United, it surely stands to reason that
Mourinho could have found another home and
that success with this group of players may not
be far away.

The honeymoon period was over and United embarked on
one of the more frustrating league seasons they can ever have
experienced. A remarkable 15 matches were drawn, ten of them
at Old Trafford including a maddening 0-0 with Burnley in which
they had 38 shots.

SPURS

The 2016-17 season wasn’t all doom and gloom though. A
tactical masterclass against Antonio Conte’s Chelsea in April
brought United a 2-0 win thanks to Ander Herrera expertly
shackling Eden Hazard. The match was proof that Mourinho
could still outwit the very best, but it served only to make some
of his more peculiar tactics in the ‘lesser’ games more frustrating.
If Mourinho could do it now, why not all the time?

Serial winner Mourinho has, in 16 years of
management, collected 20 major trophies and
whatever you make of his methods, he was the
right man at the right time for Tottenham Hotspur.

Though the season ended with the Europa League and League
Cup added to the trophy cabinet, there was a sense that United had
underwhelmed with a sixth-place finish in the league. That was all
forgotten as the 2017-18 season got underway and United were
sweeping all before them with a glut of 4-0 wins over West Ham,
Swansea, Everton and Crystal Palace all before the end of September.

Despite entertaining football, Mauricio
Pochettino’s six-year tenure lacked silverware.
Yet off the pitch, Spurs grew exponentially with
an incredible new stadium, one of the finest
training facilities in the world and amongst the
best playing squads in Europe.

Once again though, it was a home defeat in the derby that
knocked the stuffing out of United’s league season as a 2-1 reverse
saw City move 11 points clear and out of sight for good. It was
another story of frustration for fans as United seemingly had come
for the draw, conceded, then scored immediately as they were
forced to open up, only to concede again in the second half.

by Jamie Brown - Daily Hotspur &
Last Word on Spurs podcast

Arguably they had the potential to explode,
but Tottenham’s engrained ability to be ‘Spursy’,
proved their biggest barrier and thirteen years
without a trophy had become a mental block,
notably faltering in two title challenges, losing
two FA Cup semi-finals, a League Cup final and
a Champions League Final.

By the end of the season, United had beaten every team in the
league at least once and finished second with 81 points, 19 points
They simply lacked a winning mentality and
behind City. Meanwhile, a disastrous tie in the Champions League
the know-how of getting over the line.
last 16 against Sevilla was the final straw for many United fans as a
0-0 draw in the Sánchez Pizjuan was followed by a 2-1 home defeat
Enter Jose Mourinho. Already the talk
against a team who would go winless in their next nine matches.
is how many of the four competitions can
Tottenham win this season. Initially skeptical, the
Mourinho had openly and happily sacrificed the league campaign
majority of our fanbase has started to embrace
in the previous season in order to win the Europa League and thus
Mourinho’s way of doing things and the summer
qualify for the Champions League. Fans were left thinking, ‘did we
transfer-window activity rallied supporters
really go through all that for this?’
behind the former Chelsea boss.
And so it was that Mourinho’s Second Season, so often his most
Many feared clashes between Daniel Levy,
triumphant, ended with a meek defeat in the FA Cup Final at the
the shrewd chairman and Jose Mourinho the
hands of the very manager he’d so comprehensively outwitted just
demanding manager. All the more, knowing his
13 months previously. That he lasted until the following December
time at Manchester United had started to break
is a surprise, in hindsight, given the joylessness and listlessness
over a lack of backing by the board in terms of
around the club.
transfers. However, at Spurs, Levy and Mourinho
have worked incredibly well together to identify
Mourinho’s past successes have been with teams who most
areas of weakness and make strategic deals
comfortably fit the underdog profile – teams on the verge of
and doing so even without Champions League
becoming great for the first time, not fallen giants desperate to
football to offer.
recapture former glories.
Gareth Bale, Joe Hart, Sergio Reguilon and
With Tottenham, he finds himself with a squad of players yet to
Pierre-Emile Hojbjerg between them have
win anything but certainly good enough to. Given he’s at a club
closer in stature to Porto or the 2004 version of Chelsea than Real brought the experience of winning major trophies,
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“THERE ARE A
LOT OF POETS
IN FOOTBALL,
BUT THEY
DON’T WIN
TITLES.”
dealing with the pressures of playing for major
clubs and leadership. The club managed to
get players into the dressing room who have
experience of getting over the line and with
Mourinho leading them, the phrase ‘Spursy’
could be parked for good. All seven of Spurs’
new additions have hit the ground running,
giving Mourinho an exceptionally strong squad
from which to select.
In terms of style, I firmly believe Mourinho
is not a ‘defensive coach’, his teams’ scoring
records, notably his record-breaking Real
Madrid side, dispel that myth. During his
time at the Bernabéu, he smashed records in
2011/12 season with his side amassing a record
100 points, a record 121 goals, a record goal
difference of +89 and a record 32 wins overall.
Prior to his time at Manchester United,
Mourinho’s teams in England, Italy and Spain
have all finished in at least the top 3 sides for
most goals scored during a domestic season.
Not bad for a ‘’defensive coach’’, a tag which,
by the way, stemmed from his teams’ incredible
defensive records, which at Real Madrid,
Chelsea and Inter Milan again never finished
outside the top three.
He adapts his team selections to win matches
according to the circumstances. Last season,
Spurs encountered many difficulties including a
serious hangover from the Champions League
final and numerous injuries to key players.
Tottenham were a side low in confidence and
at times low on quality, with the likes of Harry
Kane, Heung-min Son, Hugo Lloris, Tanguy
Ndombele and Giovani Lo Celso all missing for
large parts of the season.
Not to mention the gaps in the squad which
had needed filling since the club went 18
months without making a signing. Mourinho
had to contend with many issues last season
and set up the team in the best possible way to
win matches. It wasn’t easy to watch at times,

but Spurs managed to salvage a European
spot. However, now, with a squad which has
undergone a full rebuild job and fully united
behind the manager, Spurs fans are starting
to see a side which has become much more
adventurous with Kane and Son the two
brightest stars shining even more brightly.
No Premier League player has directly
contributed to more goals than Harry Kane
(20 goals and 10 assists) since Mourinho’s
appointment back in November 2019. There
remains caution, with defensive frailties still
apparent and highlighted during the 3-3 draw
against West Ham and of course, the need to
juggle playing Thursday and Sunday each week.
But even in the games where they have not been
at their best, they are getting results at places
where they would have faltered in the past, like
Burnley and West Brom.
Mourinho is showing signs of being back to
his best and has set up Tottenham for a season
filled with reason for genuine optimism.

P O RT U G U E S E E X P E RT
by Luís Rocha Rodrigues, Zerozero.pt journalist
Back in Portugal, Mourinho will always be
special. Although we may not always talk about
him in glowing terms, there’s nobody quite like
José and the constant speculation surrounding
him underlines just how special he is. The
fact he has reached the very top of the game,
much like Cristiano Ronaldo has done as a
player, means he will be regarded as an idol for
generations to come. As a journalist, I can think
of no one I’d rather interview than Mourinho.
Enough about Mourinho’s past
accomplishments though; it is fair to say he is
not the force he was 10-20 years ago.
Back then, I believe his biggest qualities were
his ability to bring players together and inspire
them (even those who weren’t playing), and his
unforgettable mind games.
Although it is harsh to say he has lost his
ability with regard to these two things, he has
repeatedly clashed with players (notably Hazard
at Chelsea and Pogba at United) and he has
been hostile, almost paranoid in some of his
dealings with the Press.
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I personally think that he has struggled to get the right
technical team in place around him. Because Rui Faria, André
Villas-Boas, José Morais and Silvino Louro were big names and
big influences that played very important roles in Mourinho’s
successes.
Despite his struggles at Manchester United, I think there is
no danger of Mourinho’s career fizzling out like, say, Arsene
Wenger’s did at the end of the Frenchman’s time at Arsenal.
I have no doubt that he is currently trying to reinvent himself
and learn from what happened at Old Trafford. Here in Portugal,
when he had left United and was between jobs, we saw a more
humble Mourinho. He was sad at how his time at United had
ended - he even cried in one interview - and he seemed to
genuinely miss football.

Winning the Premier League and League Cup
in his first season, conceding just 15 goals in the
league in the 2004/05 season – a record yet to
be beaten to this day. Mourinho has been lauded
as boring as he puts defending first, with the
term ‘Park the Bus’ being attached to him. But
winning comes at all costs to Mourinho and
that’s why he has been so successful. You either
love or hate him, the former if he’s in charge of
your club.
Questions and eyebrows were raised when he
returned to west London for a second stint in
2013. His ‘three-year cycle’ was accepted by fans
across the board, excited to welcome back the
most successful manager in their history.

The fit in Manchester never seemed quite right. Mourinho
was hurt when he was overlooked in favour of David Moyes
when Sir Alex Ferguson left, and I think it rankled that he
wasn’t Ferguson’s natural successor. He was only Louis Van Gaal’s
successor and I think that never sat well with José.

First Year: Settle in and build the foundation

It’s shaping up interestingly at Tottenham now for Mourinho.
Although he’s had a few issues with Eriksen and Alli, he seems
to have formed a group that he likes, and he has two world-class
strikers with a solid team and a great goalkeeper behind them.

That’s usually how it went.

Second Year: Win the title/trophy
Third Year: Sacked

It was the case at Chelsea. In the second
season, the Blues charged to Premier League
glory under Mourinho – proving that the
I hope this isn’t just my Portuguese heart talking, but I honestly decision to bring him back was the right one.
‘The Special One’ hadn’t lost his touch. What
think Mourinho can win the Premier League this season!
is clear is that Mourinho teams have always
needed trusted lieuntenants on the pitch. The
likes of John Terry, Petr Cech, César Azpilicueta
and Didier Drogba, the core of his team, listened
to him and carried out his orders to the tee in
that second season and the Premier League title
was the reward.

CHELSEA

It feels a similar story at Spurs. Although there
is no comparison to the quality of players, they
have Hugo Lloris, Toby Alderweireld and, Harry
Mourinho’s return to management in November 2019 to become Kane. Mourinho is cut-throat – if he doesn’t like
you, you’re out. And this Tottenham side will
the new Tottenham Hotspur manager was a surprise, wasn’t it?
benefit from Mourinho in charge, they already
It came as a shock to Chelsea supporters after stating that he
have. Title talk is too early, this is Mourinho’s first
wouldn’t take a job in north London because of his love for the
Blues: “I would not take the job because I love Chelsea supporters full season in charge, although second season at
Spurs. It’s make or break, off of track record, for
too much,” said the Portuguese back in 2015.
Mourinho by the end of next season.
Or was it a surprise for Mourinho to head to Spurs?
If he fails to win a trophy, it’ll be the only club
Spurs have found themselves climbing up the table since the
where he has failed to win silverware. Then the
turn of 2010, but have yet to win a trophy since their League
arguments can come for whether he is losing his
Cup success back in 2008. Their incredible run to the Champions knack for winning trophies.
League final in 2018/19 saw them fall at the final hurdle,
But you can never write a Mourinho side off,
ultimately losing inside the opening two minutes after conceding
never. Although his tactics can be predictable
an early penalty. It summed Spurs up – being there but unable to
get over the line when it matters. Is this maybe then a match made and his trophy record has dwindled in recent
years, he hasn’t lost it just because he has taken
in heaven?
over a club who struggles to win trophies.
When Jose Mourinho arrived in England in 2004, labelled ‘The
Although I wouldn’t want to see Mourinho
Special One’ off the back of a Champions League triumph, his first
back in charge, for personal and footballing
stint at Chelsea was nothing short of incredible.
by Matt Debono, Absolute Chelsea writer
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reasons, any club who wants to strive to turn the leave them to do damage and concentrate his efforts on other
tide to win trophies, like Spurs, would be naïve to parts of the team.
turn him down – just make sure you don’t hang
“The rhythms of football in lockdown, with a fast turnaround
yourselves out to dry with the pay-out if you do
between
games and limited training time, seem to suit
fire him!
Mourinho’s slightly laissez-faire and simple approach. Premier
Mourinho may not be a serial winner, winning League games have an international tournament feel at the
moment with teams undercooked and unprepared, and Mourinho
trophies year in year out anymore, but he is a
looked destined for international football so perhaps it should
winner. A born winner. He hasn’t lost it, he
not be a surprise he is thriving. Nor is it a coincidence perhaps,
just doesn’t follow the modern trend of playing
that coaches like Arteta and Pep Guardiola who want precise,
‘beautiful’ football and that comes with its
coordinated attacks have struggled for goals in this environment.
pros and cons. I’d be surprised if Mourinho
doesn’t win a trophy in the next couple of years, You need plenty of training ground time to get those moves
working at sufficient speed.
wherever he may be.
“I am not close enough to events at Tottenham to know
if Mourinho has changed his man management, but Tanguy
Ndombele coming in from the cold is another factor people failed
to account for when analysing Tottenham in the summer. He may
struggle to get through 90 minutes, but is sheer class in possession
and enables them to transition from defence to attack smoothly.

T H E R I VA L’ S V I E W
In conversation with Daniel Zeqiri, Arsenal fan and
football writer for The Telegraph
“The big division in modern coaching I think
is not between attacking and defensive football,
but between managers who want to control
players with prescriptive instruction and those
who allow them more agency on the pitch.
“Given the influence of Jurgen Klopp and
Pep Guardiola with their brilliantly organised,
well-choreographed attacks, it feels like the
more structured approach is in the ascendancy
- which is why Arsenal fans were fairly smug
about appointing Mikel Arteta while Tottenham
appointed Jose Mourinho.
“Mourinho’s teams have almost always been
well organised out of possession, but rely on
the quality of individual attackers to win games
in moments. In the last five years or so it felt
as if this approach was having diminishing
returns. After Zlatan Ibrahimovic went down
at Manchester United, he struggled to get a
consistent tune out of forwards who needed
some development such as Anthony Martial and
Marcus Rashford.
“Given Tottenham’s place in the financial
pecking order (and the same is true of Arsenal)
they need to develop players rather than buy
stars, and Mourinho did not seem the right man
for that task.
“What we perhaps underestimated is that
Mourinho has inherited two prime-age
forwards in Harry Kane and Heung-min Son
who do not need their hands held. He can

“That’s the big difference I saw in Tottenham recently against
Man City compared to their big game performances last season:
then they were defending deep and kicking long, now they are
kicking off counter-attacks with two or three good quality passes
to set them away. Pierre-Emile Hojbjerg has also shown he is
more than a workhorse.
“I still think Mourinho’s methods put a ceiling on his teams in
2020, but Tottenham’s numbers are strong and they deserve to be
where they are in the league. It remains to be seen if Kane can
ride this peak for the whole season or if another physical trough
or injury is around the corner. Arsenal fans are certainly worried
though - especially after losing comprehensively to their rivals
at the start of December despite having 70% of the ball - and it
is making them question a lot of their pre-existing assumptions
about both managers.
“There was a collective sigh of relief when Liverpool did the
business in the Champions League final in 2019 - Arsenal fans
won’t want to be holding their breath for months as Tottenham
fight for the title.”

“WE ARE NOT
EVEN IN THE RACE
SO WE ARE NOT
A HORSE. WE
ARE THE SMALL,
YOUNG HORSE –
A PONY.”
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MASTERCLASS
Fans love to wax lyrical on how the
beautiful game should be played, but it’s
time to find out what the pros think...

  
In this edition, we discover what it takes to
dictate the middle of the park from one of
the most productive midfielders in the top
four tiers: Lincoln City’s Jorge Grant.
Over to you, Jorge...
Were you always a midfielder growing up
or did you play elsewhere? Did you ever
fancy playing in another position?
I’ve played a lot of different positions since
I first started playing. I played as a striker,
as everyone did as a kid, until around 12/13,
then as everyone got bigger and I didn’t
grow I dropped back into midfield and also
played right back at academy level.

Pinging balls all over the shop is lovely, but
how important are the basics? How often
do you practise them?

The basics are what you get during training,
Since turning professional, I have played as a you can work on the nitty gritty stuff during
winger and every position across the midfield. training sessions: practise closing down, not
getting beaten 1v1, landing on second balls,
tackling, heading.
Who was your midfield idol? What was
the appeal and did you base parts of your
Nothing matches a game situation though
game on theirs?
so every game you should be improving on
this; you gain experience each game.
My midfield idol was Paul Scholes. Me and
my dad just loved watching him and how he
controlled the whole pace of the game. I try Do you approach games looking to win
and take things off all top players, and even the ‘midfield battle’ or is that an outdated concept?
now I am always trying to add things to my
game to help me improve.
I personally don’t look at it as a midfield
As a young professional coming through the battle, I look at it as wanting to be better
ranks, which midfielders did you look up to? than my opposition, in all aspects, wanting
to help my team out-perform our opponents.
What’s the best bit of advice you’ve been
given from a midfielder you respected?
If the majority of your team are winning their
battles all over the pitch you have a great
When I came through at Forest, Henri
Lansbury helped me settle into the first team chance of winning the game.
so much, on and off the pitch.
What’s your favourite midfield formation
and why?
The best bit of advice I’ve had is not really
from a certain player, just what I’ve heard
I’ve played in many formations, all have
many times growing up. You have to be
different things that make them good. I
confident in what you do and your ability
and bring that to every training session and played in a diamond when I was at Luton
and that season no one could handle it: we
game if you want to make it.
worked on it so much and we all knew our
jobs so well.
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How important is fitness and having ‘an
engine’ for modern-day midfielders?
It’s the same now at Lincoln where we
currently play with a 4 and two 8s. Those
two are probably my favourite formations.

So important, off season is where I work
hard to make sure I’m in a good physical
place for the season ahead.

Left footed

What’s been the best midfield you’ve been
a part of?

I pride myself on being fit and available as
often as possible. Having a fit squad really
does help through the season, and the last
20-30 minutes of a game can be crucial,
where points are won and lost.

Centre bac

I’d say that Luton Town midfield, it was a
great team to be a part of. I was only there
for the first half of the season and they went
on a crazy run from November onwards to
get promoted to the Championship.
There were some serious players in that team.
Some midfielders get a lot of grief for
playing sideways too often - but how
important is lateral ball movement and
switching the play?
It’s so important, especially if you’re playing
against a low or mid block against teams
who have come to get a point or scored
early and just want to protect their lead.
Switching the play will move them about
and create spaces between them. It’s
important, but it has to be done with
a purpose, you have to move the ball
sideways to then play forward, not to play
sideways for the sake of it.
Do you consciously work on limiting the
number of touches you take to keep the
ball moving quickly...or is it important to
know when to dwell longer on the ball?
This goes hand in hand with switching play,
if you’re taking too many touches while
switching play, you won’t move them and
create spaces.
On the other hand, it’s important to
mix your game up, taking more
touches, drawing players in to
leave someone else free is so
important too.

Is it critical to have an element of
aggression to your game as a midfielder?
How much physical and verbal
intimidation is there at League One level?
There are certainly players that give it big
lips during games, not that it really affects
me, if anything it drives you on more!!

Watch No.8

You can be aggressive in a way that’s not
verbal, but yes, it’s important to have a bit
of everything in your game. When you cross
that white line it’s you or them.
From set-pieces, do you aim for specific
targets or just try and hit good areas?
Working on set pieces on the training
ground with your team is where you work
this out.
I’ll either tell them where I want to put the
ball or they’ll tell me where and how they’d
like the delivery. Obviously the gaffer will
also tell us what he wants from us all.
How important is pace on delivery? Is it
worth sacrificing accuracy to get better
‘whip’?

4-1-4-1

Weak right

Press high

Depending on the area of the set piece
you can really give it some whip, but it’s
important to give your players a chance
to get on the end of it.
If I’m shooting I like to get good
pace on it to make sure even if it’s
not right in the corner the keeper
struggles because of the power.
(Apart from yourself), who do
you regard as the best midfielder
currently in League One?

Zonal mark

There are a few top players in the
league currently, especially in midfield,
but I’d probably go with Ben Whiteman
at Doncaster Rovers.
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Ah, football grounds,TMD miss them so much. For this Viewfinder we
asked the Photographer of Stadiums aka David Shields for three of his
favourite places to be.
Follow him

@davethephoto or visit footballstadiumphotography.co.uk

San Siro...because it is the San Siro! Captured October 2019
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My favourite football shot, I may be biased as it is my son at Roots Hall.

De Adelaarshorst, Home to Go Ahead Eagles. Reflections are a constant theme with my work,
some work better than others. Photographed earlier this year.

V I E W F I N D E R
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JAKE
COOPER
20

less, Cooper seems a little thrown when asked if he’s
proud of it.

The rock at the heart of Europe’s
meanest defence in 2020, Jake
Cooper has missed only one
league game for Millwall in over
three years. For the Delta’s second
‘Mighty Interview’, Playmaker
caught up with the imposing
central defender to talk about clean
sheets, fear factor...and how foam
rollers can change your life.

Jake Cooper’s not your average footballer. In a
division famed for its intensity and physicality, the
towering Millwall centre-half simply strings game
after game together: playing 136 league games backto-back for the Lions until he dislocated his shoulder
against Birmingham at the end of November. After
missing just one game, however, the steely Cooper
went straight back into Millwall’s starting line-up a
week later against Derby.

“It’s what I want to be doing, so it’s easy in a way.
Of course there have been times where I’ve felt ill
or run down or been out of form, but there has
never been a point where I’ve not wanted to be
playing, getting the best out of myself.
“I’ve been quite lucky with injuries; illness is
the one I’ve had to manage, as going three years
without getting ill is kind of impossible. A couple
of years ago against Ipswich I had a really bad
stomach and that game was very difficult. We didn’t
have enough players at the time and I remember
when I told the physio at half-time that I was
struggling, he just said ‘You can’t come off!’. I
actually scored in the second half, but it was a real
struggle. Mentally I’ve come on, and learned ways
to better deal with illness and pain.
“I guess I am proud of the record, but my focus is
always on the next game, you’ve got to learn from
what’s been before, but then move on and try and
be better in the next game.”
On its own, Cooper’s remarkable reliability would
set him apart, but he also possesses a rare ability to
cause havoc in opposing penalty boxes. In fact, from
2017/18, no defender has been involved in more
Championship goals than the 25-year-old, who has
scored 14 times and weighed in with an additional
11 assists.

“Contributing in an offensive sense has been a
Despite his recent breather, Cooper has played more constant in my career since I was a kid. Scoring
league minutes (12814 after the Derby game) than
from set-pieces is a massively important thing and
any defender across ‘The 92’ from 2017/18.
the more goals I get from them, the more it takes
the pressure off other players in the team.
We cut right to the chase and asked Cooper what
the secret behind his ridiculous resilience was - and, “My goals dropped off last season: perhaps I didn’t
apparently, vegetables and foam rollers play a big part. get things right as often as I had been, but defenders
“I love my foam roller. I’m on my foam roller twice
a day and I’ve got four different ones.You start on
your back, your hamstrings, your glutes, your calves,
your groins, your hips, all over.You get similar
benefits to massage, but I’m in total control. I never
have an actual massage. I like being in control of my
body; I know which places hurt, which don’t.

were also working things out better and marking
me tighter.

“The main difference though was big Matt Smith
coming in, as he’s such an aerial threat. He added
another big target for us, so we’ve shared the load.
We are still scoring loads of goals from set-plays,

“I obviously eat and refuel well. I take supplements
every day and I won’t eat meat the day before, or
on the day of, a game. I’ve read about the digestion
process of meat and dairy products and have realised
that around a game I don’t need that; it doesn’t give
me any benefits.”
Although his appearance record represents an
extraordinary achievement given the intensity of
modern football, and Championship football no
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so I feel a big part of that. In our team, you know
that if the ball is right, we’ve got a great chance of
scoring goals.”
Turning our attention back to Cooper’s defensive
responsibilities, incredibly no club in the ‘Top
5’ UEFA leagues or the EFL has kept more
league clean sheets in 2020 than Millwall. As of
7 December, the Lions had kept 17 shutouts in
37 league games this year, and Cooper believes
goalkeeper Bartosz Bialkowski needs to take a large
share of the credit.
“He’s the best shot stopper in the league in my
opinion - certainly the best I’ve ever played with
and seen up close. Some of the saves he made last
season were unbelievable and you can see from what
he does in training, just how good he is.
“His quality is brilliant and it shows in the number
of clean sheets he’s kept. He has made some top
class saves that have gained us points that may have
slipped through our fingers in previous seasons.”
The stats more than back Cooper up, as from the
start of 2019/20 - when Bialkowski made his debut
for the Lions - no top four tier keeper has kept
more league clean sheets (23) than the Pole. No
mean achievement.
Currently sitting 14th, but still in touch with the
Championship’s frontrunners this season, Millwall
have made positive strides since the appointment of
manager Gary Rowett back in October 2019. Rowett
succeeded former Lions player and fan favourite Neil
Harris and Cooper acknowledges that transitioning
between the two coaches was a challenge.
“The core group had huge ties with Neil so it was a
strange period. It was a down day the day he decided
to leave, but we wanted to improve and we’d heard
about Gary’s pedigree - and we bought into him
straight away. He’s added to the group with some
good players and now we’re in a really good place.”
How different are the two managers?
“Neil was a real players manager and really knew his
players. He kept things simple in a good way, and got
players to do the basics well.You can see how good a
manager he is now with what he’s doing at Cardiff.
“Since he arrived, Gary’s had a great impact. We
were always a solid team under Neil, but Gary’s
made minor adjustments in the way we set up
defensively. We’ve worked more on controlling
games. He’s said that if we want to be a top team
in the division, we have to have more of the ball to
create chances for ourselves.
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“WE’VE
WORKED
MORE ON
CONTROLLING
GAMES, ON
KEEPING THE
BALL MORE”

Q+A
Childhood hero:
Ledley King

Club supported:
Spurs

Highlight:

I’ll answer that question at the
end of my career!

Lowlight:

“Gary’s very thoughtful, by the
book in a way. He doesn’t like
things to be off-the-cuff. He also
has a fun side and likes to have
a laugh and a joke with us, and
he’s quite superstitious with the
trainers he wears on match day
- he’ll keep the same ones on if
we’re winning.”

Being left out of the team when
I was on loan at Millwall in
League One. It was tough missing Although they drew five games
out on the play-offs.
on the spin in November,

Best striker marked:

Son. So quick,
such good movement.

Best played with:

Marcus Rashford.

Rowett’s lucky trainers have
generally done the trick. In terms
of points won (from 7/12/2020),
only 10 top four tier clubs have
picked up more than Millwall (73)
since he took charge.

Over the years, Millwall have
acquired an intimidating
To better last season’s finish (8th). reputation; for their fans and
the aggressive brand of football
commonly associated with
the East Londoners. Cooper
readily admits this fear factor
is a weapon that the Lions
sometimes use to gain a
psychological edge. However,
given his side’s evolution under
Rowett, the former England
youth international believes
those shuddering at the prospect
of playing Millwall do so for
different reasons these days.

Target this season:

“In the past we possibly would
have tapped into that fear factor
that surrounds playing Millwall especially at home where the fans
can really make a difference, but
I think that now we’re actually a
good side and the reason teams
don’t like playing us relates to that
rather than anything else.
We like to still have that tough
mentality and use the club’s
background as part of our image,
but if anyone’s fearful of playing

us these days it’s more likely to be
for our football.”
After a cracking run of form after
Rowett’s appointment last season,
Millwall flirted with the play-off
positions before eventually
finishing 8th, two points outside
them. It was much the same story
back in 2017/18; so what do the
Lions need to improve upon if
they are to secure a top six finish
and a shot at the Premier League?
“I guess we’ve just lacked that
consistency in the past,” states
Cooper. “In our first season after
promotion from League One,
we started poorly before putting
together a really long unbeaten
run and did incredibly well to
give ourselves a chance. Last
season was similar, as we obviously
changed managers during the
season before getting some good
results under the new manager.
“To be a top six club, you have to
put together a full season where
you keep getting results at tough
places. Squad depth plays a big
part, as does keeping your best
players fit. We have a good squad
and a good mentality, and we’ll
give it our best shot.”
Top flight football is obviously the
goal: so how does Cooper think
Millwall would fare if they managed
to reach the promised land?
“The top six to 10 clubs in the
Premier League are out of this world.
“However, you see clubs like
Sheffield United,Wolves and Leeds
who have done unbelievably well
and it shows that the gap can be
bridged.”
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THE
elast
H I S TO RY

L E S S O N

ELÁSTICO

aka flip flap, akka, snakebite, la culebrita

noun SOCCER
‘when a player pushes the ball one
way with his or her foot, but then
snaps the foot and the ball back in
the other direction very quickly: a
snake-esque dribbling move.’
The English may have invented the beautiful
game, but it’s striking how some of its silkiest
skills were honed elsewhere. There are plenty
of mesmerising moves and fabulous feats (often
without an anglicised name!) whose origins
trace back to footballing galaxies far, far away
from Blighty - and our regular ‘History Lesson’
aims to chronicle them.
After shining the spotlight on the ‘Rabona’ in
Issue One, we now turn our attentions to the
magical ‘Elástico’.

Actually born in Japan, Echigo studied the likes of Garrincha,
Pele and Corinthians legend Luizinho and the way they dribbled
the ball. He noticed Garrincha’s trademark move would be
to dribble inside before quickly shifting the ball to beat the
defender on the outside. Pele, however, was the opposite; he
would run towards the touchline before cutting inside.
In a moment of pure inspiration, Echigo fused the two methods,
and the elastico was born. With one flick of the boot, he could
go from out-to-in or in-to-out...and defenders have rued his
genius to this day.
When Echigo first unleashed the elastico in Corinthians
training, the response from his team-mates was one of shock
laced with awe.
“‘Oh! What is this?’ they said. And then everybody tried it,
including Rivellino,” Echigo said back in 2014.
Although Echigo’s playing career fizzled out after his departure
from Corinthians in 1965, Rivellino was just getting started:
spending nine years with the club and winning just short of 100
caps for Brazil.
Rivellino’s booming free-kicks gained international renown,
but the moustachioed magician’s ability to perfectly execute an
‘Elastico’ also endured.

We don’t have to travel far from the Rabona’s
birthplace in Argentina to uncover the story of
There is one prime example of the ‘Elastico’ during Rivellino’s
the Elástico, which can be traced back to that
time with Fluminense. Standing a defender up for a splitneighbouring hotbed of footballing talent: Brazil. second, Rivellino stands stock still before leaving his marker for
dead with an elastico nutmeg. He then litters the penalty box
Perhaps more commonly known as the flip-flap,
with vanquished opponents and places the ball elegantly into
the elástico has bewildered many a defender, as it’s the bottom corner. Ridiculous.
pretty much impossible to stop if executed well.
Some extracts of this text reference an article by Rob Conlon for
During the early 1960s, a skilful midfielder
Planet Football.
named Sergio Echigo invented the captivating
manoeuvre during a short spell with Brazilian
club Corinthians.
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tico
‘Elástico’

HALL OF
FAME
Roberto Rivellino
Zlatan Ibrahimovic
Ronaldinho
Ronaldo
CR7
Wilfred Bony
Marcus Rashford
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7EVENS

Each issue, Playmaker asks a well-known EFL footballer to
pick an all-time ‘7-a-side’ team packed with personality. In our
second edition, Newport striker Pádraig Amond runs us through
his ‘Sensational Seven’...and they’re a very tidy outfit!

“Shot Stopper”

Trevor Carson

He’s obviously Northern Ireland’s keeper and at Motherwell now, but
we were together at Hartlepool. To be honest, a big reason Hartlepool
got relegated from League Two was because Trevor got injured. As a
keeper he literally had everything and, by everything, I mean that he
could also play out on pitch as well; he was an unbelievable header of a
ball! His shot stopping was fantastic, though; he played with a shoulder
injury for quite a while at Hartlepool and was still pulling off saves
that would be difficult with two arms, never mind just one!

David Pipe

“Hard Man”

You just have to google a picture of David and you’ll know exactly
what I’m talking about here! He was ripped to shreds and one of the
strongest players I’ve ever played with or against; you definitely didn’t
want to get a ‘death stare’ off Pipey. On the pitch, he was hard but
fair, and his standards were very good: he was a captain without the
armband at Newport and really drove us forward. He was a great guy
off the pitch, but you didn’t want to wind him up too much because
if he put you in a headlock, it’d take you a long, long time to get out
of it! I should also give an honourable mention to ‘Toto’ Nsiala, who I
played with at Grimsby and Hartlepool.

Robbie Willmot

“The Postman”

Dan Butler who I played with for two seasons at Newport, and who
is now at Peterborough, is really unlucky not to go in, as his crossing
ability is brilliant. However, I’m going to go for Robbie Willmott partly
because a lot of my goals at Newport - particularly those in big games have come from his deliveries.When he gets the ball out wide, you just
leave him be, as he’s got the ability to take players on 1v1, and his ball
in is normally on a sixpence. He’s more of a throwback to traditional
wingers who like to take players on and get crosses in and, whether it’s
right foot or left foot, he’s got this fantastic ability to pick you out.
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Ben White

“The Rolls Royce”

We signed Ben on loan at Newport when he was 19 and he was
a joke. I signed on the night we played Leeds at Elland Road and,
watching that game, he was head and shoulders above everyone else on
the pitch. I remember turning to my agent after 15 minutes and saying
‘He is going to be some player’. He used to do my head in in training,
as I’ve never seen anyone block so many footballs off the line. One
moment that sticks with me was when the ball was crossed into me in
a small-sided game and Ben’s blocked my header on the line. It’s come
back to me, I’ve shot and he’s kept it out again...it’s then rolled to him
and, as I’ve gone to press him, he’s just dragged his foot across the ball
and megged me. Training ended right there! I’d be shocked if he’s not
an England international very soon.

Eoin Doyle

“The Poacher”

Joss Labadie

“The Rash”

This was actually a really hard one, as I’ve normally been the poacher
in the teams I’ve played for! I played with ‘Doyler’ at schoolboy
level and for clubs in Ireland, including Shamrock Rovers and Sligo
Rovers, and he’s always in the right place at the right time. He’s won
promotion twice with League Two clubs and scored a stupid amount
of goals. A lot of his goals are scored from in and around the six-yard
box and it’s not luck or coincidence that the ball’s dropping to him in
there. Even though he actually started out as a winger, some people
just have a knack for scoring goals and he certainly does.

There’s only one rash and that’s Joss Labadie! You never get a moment’s
peace with him. Honest to God, when you see the bibs being thrown
out at training and you see he’s on your team, you feel relieved, like
you’re safe for another day. When the ball comes to you, you hear this
strange panting sound, look round and there’s Joss literally breathing
down your neck. He’s the kind of player who nicks balls that he has no
right to win. The best compliment I can pay him is that when we had
that FA Cup run and played Spurs, he was the best player on the pitch
and Eric Dier is probably still having nightmares about him!

EXTRAS...
Rui Vitoria

The Manager

For the first
time in my
career, I got to
see the detail
that goes into
dealing with the
opposition when
I was under Rui
at Paços. The
great thing was
that he had that
side to him, but
he was also a
strong believer
in sticking
to your own
principles and
causing other
teams problems.
We beat
Sporting Lisbon
three times in
my season there
and drew away
at Porto with
10 men. I got a
real insight into
what it takes to
manage at the
top level.

Cristiano
Ronaldo

The Opponent

This one was
easy! He was
mental. I was
with Shamrock
Rovers and we
played Real
Madrid in a preseason friendly
that turned out
to be Ronaldo’s
debut for them.
The world’s
eyes were on
The one guy who was quick in everything he did was Pizzi, who’s
us and it was
now Benfica’s captain. He was at Paços de Ferreira during my
an unbelievable
experience. The
season there in Portugal and he was absolutely brilliant. He’s more
way he’s built,
of a midfielder now, but he was a forward in his younger days and I
the mechanics
remember him scoring a hat-trick away at Porto, which not many
of him, you
players do. At the end of that season he ended up going to Atletico
can tell he’s
an absolute
Madrid for around £20 million and he was frighteningly good at
machine. Even
running at players and getting in behind teams. He’s obviously gone
though he was
on to be a pivotal player for Benfica and play for the national team. He only in second
wasn’t lightning quick, but he was always one step ahead on the pitch gear, you could
see his quality.
and he’s too good a player not to make this team!
He was such
an athlete:
quicker with the
ball than I am
without it!

Pizzi

“The Speed Merchant”
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G O A L O F

THE AGES
Zlatan
“I saw Joe Hart come out and
had to decide whether I should
go in a duel [in the air] or wait for
him to head it out.
“When he headed it I had it in
my mind to try to score. I hit it in
mid-air and, when I landed, saw
their defender [Ryan Shawcross]
running back to try to clear but it
bounced over him.
It was a good try, that is all.
When it comes off it looks
fantastic but, for me, I liked the
first goal more because it was
history: the first in the new arena
[Friends Arena].”

Ryan Shawcross
“I’m the butt of the joke in
my family, just because the 10
minutes I had in international
football was ruined by one man.
“They are consistently saying
that Zlatan ruined my [England]
career! I had a chance and I
don’t think many other defenders
would have stopped him.
“I was given 10 minutes to
show what I could do and
probably didn’t provide a good
enough performance. I was
against one of the best strikers
in the world who was on a hot
streak at the time and these
things happen.”

ibrahimovic
vs england
(nov 2012)
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EVERYBODY
SHIRTS
Clean sheet machine Sam Johnstone was a
household name for EFL supporters following
his displays for Aston Villa and West Brom
in the Championship. Now in the Premier
League with the Baggies, the 27-year-old
stopper returned to childhood club Manchester
United in mid-November and made top
flight fans sit up and take notice with a
stunning display in the unluckiest of defeats.
Having journeyed through the lower leagues,
won multiple England youth team caps and
trained with some of the world’s best at Alex
Ferguson’s Red Devils, Playmaker was lucky
enough to have Johnstone guide us through
four football shirts that have shaped his career.

CLUB FANTASY

Manchester United Goalkeeper Kit,
1998-99
My first goalie kit that my dad got me
was the all-green Schmeichel 98-99 as a
Christmas present, and at that age, it was
to mess about in and pretend to be a goalie.
That was the first shirt I ever had, but as I
got older I was wearing the same shirts as
the first team.

INTERNATIONAL CLASS

England Goalkeeper Kit, Euro 2012
David Seaman was around just as I was
coming into football, but to be honest, I
really liked Joe Hart, he was probably the
goalkeeper I watched the most. I have clear
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memories of watching Joe Hart progress
from the Under-21s into the senior England
squad. He obviously went on to become
England’s number one and played at such a
high level.

“I REALLY LIKED
JOE HART, HE
WAS PROBABLY
THE GOALKEEPER
I WATCHED THE
MOST.”
COULDN’T TAKE IT OFF

West Brom Goalkeeper Kit, 2020-21
I really like West Brom’s kits this season,
which are quite bright. Both colours are
nice and it’s short-sleeved which I really
like. I started wearing short-sleeved jerseys
at Villa and I’ve done it ever since. I don’t
think I could go back to long-sleeved now,
you feel a lot more free. In my second year
at West Brom my kit had long sleeves and I
couldn’t do it, I had to cut the sleeves off.

WILDCARD

Manchester United Home 2007-08
I suppose I was a United fan growing up, as
I was there since I was 10. Going to training
and seeing the players, I was star-struck, but
when I was 11, 12 or 13 watching football
didn’t really do it for me, I just wanted to be
out there playing and messing about with
mates. It was only when I got older I really
started to enjoy watching football too.
The Moscow shirt from 2008 was just clean
and simple, and at the time Manchester
United were winning everything.
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The Next Chapter - Joe Davis

THE NEXT
CHAPTER
The biggest occasion in my career; my biggest setback.
Setbacks are a part of life - everybody faces them. In the unforgiving world of football
though, setbacks are different. Every decision on and off the field is scrutinised.There is no
place to hide; there is no time for self-pity.
For me, when I think of setbacks in my career I think of one game. It was a monumental
moment that heavily impacted my early development as a footballer.
It was February, 22, 2014, Port Vale v Crewe Alexandra. For most it was just another game
- another local derby - but for me, it was the first time that I would ever come up against
my Dad, Steve, who was Crewe Alex manager, and my brother, Harry, who played in the
centre of his defence.
It was an occasion that I’d anticipated, feared, and dreamed of all at once. It wasn’t just a
unique experience for my family and I, it set a record for being the first time in the history of
the game that three family members were involved in the same competitive fixture. The media
got hold of that statistic and pointed the spotlight towards us. I did radio interviews, interviews
for the local and national paper, Sky Sports took an interest. Meanwhile, I was telling myself
to just relax and concentrate on playing the game in the same way I always do.
In previous years, the manager, Micky Adams, had banned me from the training ground the
week before every clash with Crewe Alexandra, just in case I happened to reveal our line-up,
tactics or set pieces to my father when I returned home that afternoon. On this particular
Friday though, I was walking down the training ground with the rest of the players. “Joe,
your starting,” Mark Grew the assistant said.
I was starting. I’m starting.
When Saturday morning came, I didn’t know whether to explode with nervous excitement
or bury my head into the pillow. From having my scrambled eggs and toast sat opposite
my father, to being told I was man-marking my brother on set pieces, everything felt
uncomfortably peculiar in the run up to kick off.
The game began in its usual high tempo, frantic, derby-day manner, and within minutes I
felt tired, sluggish and mentally detached from the action. Something didn’t feel right; I
felt drained and was struggling to tune myself into the flow of the game. I didn’t have the
coping mechanisms to deal with the emotions or pressures that surrounded me; I didn’t
have any relatable experiences to manage the occasion, and as a result, I lacked the selfconsciousness to make rational and concise decisions.
Whilst trying to mentally snap myself into the zone, I flew instinctively into a wholehearted
challenge on the halfway line. It was late and mistimed, and left Mathias Pogba writhing
around in a heap on the floor. Intuitively, I raised a hand to display my sincere apologies
for what was, even by my standards, a reckless way to introduce myself to the game; but
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The Next Chapter - Joe Davis
my sincerity wasn’t enough to prevent a yellow card from being wafted between my eyes. It was
two minutes in and left an agonising 88+ minutes to tread gingerly around ankles and feet. “ Be
careful now”, Roger East said to me, whilst tucking the yellow card back into his top pocket and
regaining his position in the centre of the pitch.
‘Careful’…that word bounced around my brain like a Ping-Pong ball. It was a word that I didn’t
understand - not in football terms anyway. I didn’t know how to be careful. That was a trait
that I mastered as I gained experience - how to play with nous, how to be tactful and limit the
amount of situations spent isolated in 1v1 positions, especially when your name is in the referee’s
book. In those days, my emotions would control my every move; my decisions were made
instinctually without a chain of thought.
Twenty minutes after scything down victim number one, I was at it again. Another late lunge
on Chuks Aneke lifted the crowd off their seats. The whistle blew. This time it was sharper and
louder. My heart sank - usually you can tell by the way that the referee steams towards you that
you are in trouble, and this was certainly one of those moments.
Two players barged me, whilst the others swarmed Roger East; they were waving their arms
equally as theatrical as the blow of the whistle, whilst simultaneously yelling explicit remarks that
I shall not repeat. Harry raced in and did his best to usher his fellow teammates away; “Cheers
Harry,” my inner voice said politely.
East back-pedalled east, away from the chaos and over to the far side of the pitch. In the midst of
the carnage around me, all I could hear was my heart beating and a gentle static fizz. He stiffly
raised his arm in my direction and curled his finger in an obedient manner, “Davis, Davis” he
shouted sternly, “Go away, back off,” he warned the Crewe players that tried to worm their way
back into his line of vision. It felt like ten minutes before I could get close enough to find out
whether I would be running an early bath for the second time in my short career. East ducked his
head and leaned towards my ear, “Last warning Davis. I know the occasion, and on another day
you’d be walking. Use your f***ing head.”.
‘Use your head’…once again I attempted to process those words, but once again I didn’t know
how. “Steady now”, “Calm down,” my teammates yell.
Before I had chance to scythe down anymore of the opposition or ‘use my f***ing head’, the
fourth official raised the substitution board with my number coruscating red. Jordan Hugill and
myself were taken off on the 33-minute mark.
Micky Adams waved his hands for us to convert our disappointed strolls into enthusiastic trots.
Players patted my back as I trudged off, but it offered no sense of consolation or comfort. With
my head bowed down towards the turf, Micky Adams extended his hand, which in the heat of
the moment, I regretfully snubbed. At the time I was embarrassed, but when I look back at the
decision perhaps it was the correct one. Maybe he could have left it until half-time to restore a
little bit of pride, but I know that he was only doing it to protect me and the rest of the team.
In the days and weeks that followed, my confidence was low, painfully low. It felt as though
someone had taken a needle and popped my balloon. I needed time-out to heal; except in this
dog-eat-dog industry there’s no time for that.
I recall going out for a drink that night and being approached by several Crewe Alex fans. “You
were crap today mate”, “thanks for that today, you won us the game”. I laughed and smiled, but
it was an almighty kick in the teeth.
That sinking feeling of letting people down and not living up to expectation stuck with me. I’m
not suggesting that it affected me enough to alter the course of my career, but it was certainly a
moment that I look back on with sadness.

Joe Davis
is a former
professional
footballer who
retired from
the game in
2019, at the
age of 25, to
become a sports
writer and radio
commentator.
His 10-year
football career
began at Port
Vale, where
he spent four
years, before
he moved to
Leicester City.
He subsequently
enjoyed a spell
in League One
with Fleetwood
Town before
rejoining Port
Vale.
Currently Head
of Media at
AFC Fylde, Joe
is also a former
columnist for
the Blackpool
Gazette
and match
summariser for
BBC Radio
Stoke.
Please contact
Joe via email
(josephdavis6@
gmail.com),
or mobile
(07528168108)
with any
enquiries.

Quite simply, I don’t think I had acquired the emotional intelligence to prepare myself for an
occasion of that magnitude; one so personal, one so unique.
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The Premier League is home to some of the world’s
most famous clubs and stadiums; grounds such
as Old Trafford, Anfield and Stamford Bridge
attracting fans from around the globe.
Take a step down the football ladder, though, and
you’ll discover a host of excellent stadiums in the
Football League. They may not have the prestige
or size of their top flight counterparts, but each has
something to offer whether it be their architecture or
the fantastic atmosphere they generate.
In this new feature, Edward Walker aka
@thematchdayman shines the spotlight on EFL
grounds that deserve to be experienced first-hand.

HOME PARK

Plymouth Argyle

For many of us football fans, Plymouth Argyle
is the longest away trip of the season and the
ultimate test of our away day budgets. To come
to a place like Home Park though makes the
journey worthwhile.
It’s been the home of the Pilgrims since 1901,
and following a series of renovations in the 21st
century, the 17,904 capacity ground has become fit
for the modern game. The stadium itself is located
within what is a very beautiful city on the South
Coast and both its interior and exterior has a very
practical designs.
Its western, northern and eastern sides, known
as the Devonport End, Lyndhurst Stand and
Barn Park End respectively, are connected to one
another, with seating blocks at the same height
throughout that offer a clear, quality view of the
action taking place on the pitch. Away supporters
find themselves housed behind the eastern goal in
the Barn Park End.
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Home Park’s most recent renovation has led to
the opening of its new grandstand, which was
completed in October 2019. It is two-tiered
and detached from the other three stands in the
stadium, though most of the lower tier seats are
largely uncovered and there are some seats in
the upper tier that have their views restricted by
supporting pillars.
The fresher look of the new grandstand though
helps to give Home Park a very professional
look. It’s a stadium perfectly suited to the
modern game that offers a good view for the
away fans who travel many miles to visit. Add
to that the passion from what is a brilliantlysupported club, and this place offers a matchday
experience you’re unlikely to forget. Just hope
you don’t have to make that long journey back
after a defeat…

Home Sweet Home
We asked Plymouth fan
and @ArgyleLife1886
writer Tom Sleeman to
name the five things he
has missed most about
matchdays at Home Park...
1. Playmaker Danny Mayor
dancing through opposition
defences with ease.
2. The Devonport End
atmosphere. The sense of
belonging.
3. The walk to the ground
through Central Park on the
way to the game. Beautiful.
4. The new Grandstand. A
packed out Home Park back
in League One.
5. Pints, pasties and
good company. A sense of
weekend normality.

Pic by the brilliant Charlie Rose
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Rediscovering football

in unprecedented times

When I stopped playing football it happened
gradually. There was no lightning bolt
moment of dawning realisation, no grand
announcement, and very little inner turmoil.
I had found myself making more excuses not to play and allowed
myself to be tempted by other endeavours that didn’t involve
spending an hour and a half on a Saturday afternoon trudging
around an unkempt marshland trying to avoid the attentions of
particularly mean looking opposition full-backs.
My relationship with football was long-term. A relationship that
went on so long that the magic, inevitably, wore off. The sparks
had disappeared but there was no animosity either. Having played
since I was ten years old, my attitude towards the game in my
mid-twenties was one of numb acceptance; Saturday afternoons
were for football, because that’s the way it had always been.

b y Dan
W helan

But then it wasn’t. One year, about five or six years ago, summer
came around and instead of putting myself through the misery of
pre-season hill sprints I opted to do other, less painful things.
It was sad, in a way. Football had been a huge part of my life
for as long as I could remember. As a youngster, when I became
embroiled in the far-flung pursuit of a career in the game, it
defined me.
If one of my friends had been describing me to a stranger they
would have started with the fact that I played football. When
my dad rang his mum on a Sunday evening the first item of
conversation would be how I got on in that weekend’s game.
One year for Christmas I received three pairs of shin pads
from different family members who had evidently failed to
communicate.
As I got older, my dream of becoming a professional footballer
was crushed by the realisation that those around me who shared
the same ambition were much better than me. I then became
someone else, someone more rounded. I realised I didn’t need the
crutch that football so often provided to support my otherwise
flimsy personality as much as I thought I did.
I carried on playing for a while but the hunger and intensity I
had shown as a teenager were gone. With the dream of making
it gone, what was there left to play for? Without an end goal, the
whole thing felt futile.
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So when the summer void of hill sprints ended
and the season started, I was nowhere to be seen.
Nobody seemed to miss me and the feeling was
mutual. Other doors were opening, and while I
would always love the game, it was time to say
goodbye. No hard feelings.
• • • •
This year we have spent an unhealthy amount of
time indoors with our own thoughts. Every day
has been a struggle to keep hold of our sanity, to
fight back the dread pouring unabated from our
televisions and block out the roaring silence of
a halted world.
We have been forced to learn how to cope
and think up novel ways of keeping ourselves
entertained, healthy and fulfilled. In my house,
during the first national lockdown, Joe Wicks
became something of a therapist, popping up to
drag our unwilling, dormant bodies through a
restorative workout before disappearing again,
leaving us sweat-slicked but calmer, ready once
more to face the chaos of reality.

Going out for a run was no longer something
to dread. Every minute spent outdoors seemed
to lighten the load as we clawed back the hours
lost in confinement.
Exercise has kept us afloat during this
lamentable year. For some reason, putting our
bodies through pain has made us feel better,
more in control. Perhaps that’s because we were
choosing to do it, rather than having the hurt
handed to us by an invisible enemy and a hateful
band of millionaires from Westminster that kept
us away from our families and friends and forced
us further and further into the darkest depths of
our own heads.
Exercise was and is, in some ways, an act of
rebellion, a show of resilience. By inflicting pain
willingly on ourselves we are showing that we
are still up for the fight. The moment you retreat
is the moment the battle is lost.
It is probably not too dramatic or mawkish
to say that exercise has saved lives during this
pandemic. The power that a few burpees in your
living room can have on your mental health is
remarkable.
But even Joe Wicks, the national treasure that
he is, can grow tiresome after a while and as
the winter draws in, running is feeling less and
less like therapy and more like salt in open
wounds. Much like I had lost patience with the
monotonous stream of maudlin news bulletins,
the monotony of my exercise routine was
starting to take its toll.
And it was after one especially unpleasant jog
when the puddles seemed deeper and the wind
seemed to howl louder, that I realised that I
needed to rekindle a relationship that had ended
some years before.
• • • •
With sports centres now open, I signed up
to play in the Just Play League. An ingenious
invention designed to accommodate those
with a lack of football-playing friends or exiled
former fanatics looking for a gateway back into
the beautiful game.
You turn up on the night, pay four quid and, as
the name suggests, just play. The hallmarks that
usually apply to five-, six-, or seven-a-side are
nowhere to be seen here. No need for organised
teams with humorous names and novelty

kits, no need to scrabble around for a goalkeeper at short notice
after yours drops out with a made up injury. There is no sense of
grudging obligation to turn up when you would much rather stay
in and watch the Champions League; the people at Just Play are
there purely for the love of the game.
For the first time in a long time I was excited to play football. I
was doing this on my terms rather than out of habit or because I
felt that I owed it to myself to try and nourish a part of me that
had long since withered.
But that withered, moribund part of me was showing new signs
of life as I waited with a sense of joyful anticipation for my return
to football. The thought of playing with no strings attached
transformed my mood and gave me something to look forward to
as the world continued to unravel.
And then, just as it looked as if we were moving into the light, the
curtains were pulled close again and a second national lockdown
was announced.
The happiness that the prospect of a simple kickaround had
brought me was replaced by a sadness so profound it perplexed me.
Why, having barely thought about playing football for years, was
I suddenly so bereft and panicked following the cancellation of a
small-sided game with strangers?
Perhaps it was the sudden feeling that I had squandered my best
footballing years and turned my back on the game when I should
have been making the most of it while my body was still willing.
Next year I will be 30 and before long my body will be a sluggish
imitation of its former self, my joints will turn to rubble and the
creaks and groans of my hips will be harder and harder to ignore.
Or maybe it was simpler than that. If the pandemic hadn’t
happened it is highly likely that the thought of lacing up my boots
again would never have crossed my mind. I would have remained
preoccupied with the joys of everyday life that have been hiding
under dust sheets for the majority of 2020. In short, I wouldn’t
have needed football.
But it says something about the power of the game of football that,
during the most challenging times, so many of us turn to it for
release and comfort.
Imagine an old teddy bear you clung to as a child; it is inevitable
that as you grew older your reliance on it would wane. And
in storing it away somewhere safe and out of sight instead of
throwing it away, you chastise yourself for being overly sentimental.
Then, after a bad day or a sad loss, you will find yourself yearning
for that teddy and when you find it and breathe in its familiar
scent, you will know that keeping it was the right choice.
For now I will have to wait to be reunited with my childhood
friend, but when I am, I will be happy in the knowledge that, if
this year has given me nothing else, it has taught me that the things
we take for granted are the ones we need the most when things
get hard.
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NO SCORE

DRAWS

11-A-SIDE

With the help/hindrance of those
wonderful guys at @CheapPanini,
we’ve dreamt up a motley crew of
opponents who you’d hate to face on
a soggy Saturday...

DYNAMO KEV

Kevin, take the team talk will ya?
“Sure...no problem. Right lads, I
would love it, absolutely love it
if we...”
Not you, Kev, the other Kev.
“Buttah’vegottamouffullacake, gaffer?”
Not you Pressman, the other Kev,
outfield Kev.
“Right you are, boss. It’s simple, lads,
ping the ball into big Davies, he’ll nod
it on to Campbell and...” Not you,
Phillips!!! Everyone knows the forward
Kevs never give the team talk. No, it’s
Kev’s turn to give the pep talk...
“Ah, ok, ok. Well, Pep normally tells
us to...” No, not you De Bruyne! This
is not the time for words of wisdom
from Kevins with foreign accents.
“Awa’ n bile your head, ya bawbag!”
(Gallagher storms off).
What is going on? Why’s Kev
so angry?!
Look, for the love of all things holy, Kev
just give this bloody team talk will you,
the ref ’s on at us.
“Calm down, calm down...erm, sound”.
Flaming Nora - not you Nolan.
Forget it, I was talking about the most
experienced Kev.
“Well, why didn’t you say so, you idjut?
Cripes! Not you Sheedy. I give up. I was
talking about Beattie. Beattie - give the
team talk.
“Er, boss. Beattie’s no longer actually
with us”. Oh, is he not? Shame, he was
one hell of a player.
Forget the team talk. I’ll just name the
starting line-up. In goal, Kev; right-back
Kev, left-back Kev...

You can buy your team’s wonky madness in poster & mug form at www.etsy.com/uk/shop/PaniniCheapskates.
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SAM
JOHNSTONE
WORDS: Stephen Gillett
First and most obvious
question, how’s life in the
Premier League?
It’s good but tough, it’s my first
season in the league and you
have to concentrate literally
all the time. The players are so
good they can just do something
from nothing whenever they
want, but I’m really enjoying it
and hopefully we can stay here.

Your back five has stayed
pretty similar since
promotion, people talk a
lot about ‘doing a Fulham’
spending loads of money
and not gelling, but for
players new to the league,
has it helped to keep things
the same?
It’s tough to come into this
league anyway, but doing it
with a new squad is going to be
even tougher. It’s helped us, in
some ways, but you look at Villa,
they’ve got a whole new team
and they’re flying.

On that concentration you
mentioned, you have an
extraordinary clean sheet
record, whether it be a
Championship game where
you’re 3-0 up and cruising,
or a Premier League match
where you’re facing more
shots, how important is
concentration? How do
you train for it, can you
even train for it?
I don’t think you can
train for it, I think it’s
just about playing
games, and it might
sound stupid, but

concentrating on staying
concentrated, just keeping
switched on. And I think the
older you get the easier it gets.
But as a goalkeeper you
really need it, especially in
the Championship when we
were at the top, we had a lot
of possession and you don’t
see much of the ball. This year
it’s completely different, you’re
going to be under the cosh, and
going to have decisions to make
more regularly than what I would
have had to have done last year.
The quality of the players you’re
up against is massive so you
have to be expecting something
all the time, but I don’t think
you can really train for it, it just
comes with games and age.
The last couple of years being
top of the Championship was
really tough, you don’t see
as much of the ball so the
concentration is more difficult,
whereas now you’re always
involved in the game.
The crowd can help as well,
but when the ball starts coming
towards the goal you’re more
switched on and you kind of
forget about the crowd. People

ask me how the empty stadiums
have affected me, but it’s just a
lot quieter really.

Another big change for you
this season has been dealing
with VAR, I was interested in
how it’s impacted penalties
in particular, with the new
handball rule? There are so
many more given that even
the likes of Bruno Fernandes
and Jorginho are missing, are
you having to practice more
to make the most of that?
For us it’s the same, we just
have to keep one foot on the
line for penalties, and now
you’re not going to get away
with it because they check
everything. It’s a tough one
with VAR; there was an incident
the other week where the
ball bounced off a player’s
foott and hit his arm, which is
rubbish and I think there needs
to be a middle ground.
A lot of the players are so good
now, they can wait for the
keeper to move and then put it
in the opposite corner. Like with
the Alisson save on Jorginho,
he waited until the last second
and just went. If you go they’ll
put it the other side; if you
wait you might have a chance.
I think you still have to know
where you’re going because
unless they put it close to you,
waiting is too late: you have to
have an idea of which
way you’re going
to go, even if you
leave it until the last
second. I think with
penalties now, they’re
so hard to save the pressure’s
always on the taker.
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THE DIRECTORY
That’s a wrap on another edition of TMD. Thanks to everyone
who helped bring Issue Two to life - we literally couldn’t have
done it without you. Please give the following people, players,
accounts and small businesses a follow - it would be much
appreciated. Roll on Delta Numero Trois!

THE GRAPHIC BOMB

thegraphicbomb.com
@thegraphicbomb
@wearethegraphicbomb

PLAYMAKER STATS

playmakerstats.com
@playmaker_EN
@playmakerstats

DAVID DUKE MBE
@MrDavidDuke

STREET SOCCER

@StreetSoccerSCO
@StreetSoccerLDN

@ZeqiriDan

JORGE GRANT

@JorgeGrant18

STADIUM PHOTOGRAPHY

footballstadiumphotography.co.uk
@davethephoto

PADRAIG AMOND

@padraigamond21

SAM JOHNSTONE

@samjohnstone50

BRUCE

JOE DAVIS

(Classified)

@JoeDavis6

FRANK NOUBLE

EDWARD WALKER

@FrankNouble

THE BALL DON’T LIE

@TheballdontlieT
@TheBallDontLietv 1

JEREMY LYNCH

@TheF2
@jeremylynchofficial

@thematchdayman
@edward_w97

CHARLIE ROSE
@pafccharlie

DAN WHELAN
@dannavaro5

ABSOLUTECHELSEA

NO SCORE DRAWS

LAST WORD ON SPURS

PLAYMAKER WOULD ALSO LIKE TO
THANK THE FOLLOWING EFL CLUBS FOR
THEIR ONGOING SUPPORT IN 2020/21:

@AbsoluteChelsea
@MattDebonoSI

@LastWordOnSpurs
@JamieBCoys

LUÌS ROCHA RODRIGUES
@LuisRochaRodrig
@zerozeropt

PATRICK NOONE

@patnoonecricket
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DANIEL ZEQIRI

@CheapPanini

Brentford, Millwall, Huddersfield Town,
Accrington Stanley, Plymouth Argyle,
Portsmouth, Carlisle United, Exeter City,
Forest Green Rovers, Oldham Athletic,
Walsall.

NEW SHOP!

THEGRAPHICBOMB.COM

